
Basic instructions for TIM users, 
specific to Knowledge Centre for 
Bioeconomy (KCB)

The TIM visualisations made available through the Knowledge Centre for Bioeconomy platform refer to projects funded by 
the EU's framework programmes, with specific relevance to the bioeconomy domain. 
Raw data are retrieved from the CORDIS database by the Tools for Innovation Monitoring System (TIM) .

In the following documentation, the general terms “documents” and “organisations”, refer to: 

documents: projects from the CORDIS database

organisations: beneficiaries of EU Framework programmes’ grants

This manual relates to the visualisations of EU-funded projects available on the Knowledge Centre for Bioeconomy platform:
Research projects on agricultural biomass
Research projects on algae biomass
Research projects on forestry biomass

In the following slides the use of the dashboard and the information in the different views/tiles is explained.

https://cordis.europa.eu/
https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/visualisation/research-projects-agricultural-biomass_en
https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/visualisation/research-projects-algae-biomass_en
https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/visualisation/research-projects-forestry-biomass_en


Change layout



Choose a dataset
from the drop-down list

Select filters Arrange, select tiles 
of the dashboard

Click here to maximise windowTIM info

View info



Select filters
Select dataset

Select and drag 
tiles to view, 
remove, reorder

All tile views synchronise to 
the selected filters



SWITCH TO DATASET LIST
view all datasets together for 
the chosen view



same view for different datasets
SWITCH TO VIEW LIST to go back to one dataset



List of visualisations for each topic (defined by the search query)

1. Dataset info: Number of EU research projects per year, matching the search query defined in 

“dataset definition” 

2. Organisation more 4 docs: the network graph shows the connections among the organisations

involved in at least 4 projects

3. Projects per organisation: Evolution in time of the number of EU research projects per organisation

4. Organisation list: List of all the organisations, their type and related total number of projects (Value) 

involved in the resulting EU research projects

5. Heatmap country: The map shows by colour coding the number of projects per country

6. Documents: List of all EU research projects retrieved by the search query

7. Project acronym: List of all the project acronyms, project names and funding programme (call)



Number of EU research projects per year

This visualisation represents the number of new research projects related to search query by year.

The year refers to the starting year of the project.

Search query

Select time range



Network graph of collaborations between organisations in EU research projects

This visualisation only includes organisations involved in at least 4 projects. This network graph is 

composed of nodes (organisations) and edges.

Size of the nodes: Number of projects retrieved for an organisation

Edges (lines between two nodes): Co-occurrence in the same project(s): edge thickness relative to 

number of projects in common

Colours: Nodes are clustered into communities on the basis of their modularity, which reflects the 

connectedness between the nodes

You can change node complexity and edge complexity in menu VIS in the interactive visualisation to 

adjust the visual complexity of the graph by hiding nodes or edges according to their specific size.

You can see the label of a node by hovering over a node.



Click to view 
organisations’ list

How to interpret network graphs

Size of the nodes:
Number of documents retrieved for an 
organisation, location, topic or other.

Edges (lines between two nodes):
Co-occurrence in the same document(s):  edge 
thickness relative to number of documents in 
common

Colours:
Communities of nodes that tend to collaborate 
together

The default view shows
only the MAIN label(s)

Toggle to view ALL labels

More 

toolbar

options in 

next page

Zoom in to enlarge view



Search a node

Type at least 3 

characters

INFO ON/OFF 

Lateral Panel with list 

of nodes

VIS(ualisation)

Show only bigger/ 

smaller nodes or edges

Order of nodes

NORMAL (network)

ORDER BY SIZE

ORDER BY YEAR

CONNECTIONS

Node Colouring

MODULARITY (detection of 

communities)

NEUTRAL (one colour nodes)

ORGANISATION TYPE

…..

HOVER ON/OFF

Selection of communities

HIDE ON/OFF

Hide non-filtered 

items

EDGES ON/OFF

Hide/ Show edges

LABELS 

NONE/MAIN/ALL

Hide/ Show nodes 

labels

Network graphs - Toolbar options



Evolution in time of the number of EU research projects per organisation

This visualisation 

represents the 

evolution in time of 

the number of 

research projects per 

organisation.

The year refers to 

the starting year of 

the project. The 

organisation can be 

either the 

coordinator or a 

participant.

Hover mouse to see 
details

Click to enlarge list

Top 10 organisations 
involved in the query result 
automatically selected

Deselect or 
select 
organisations

Filter results



Hover mouse on an organisation

Hover over an 

organisation to 

highlight the 

evolution in time of 

the number of 

research projects for 

this organisation.

Select a different time span

Select a different 

time span to view 

only projects in the 

selected period



List of organisations involved in the resulting EU research projects

Sort organisations by name, 
value (number of projects) 
or type of organisation



Heatmap country

The gradation of 

colours in the 

countries indicates 

the number of 

documents in the 

specific country.



List of EU research projects

Documents in chronological 
order, all types

Select different time period

Change sort order



Expanded Views

Link to document

Organisation



List of EU research projects acronyms 

Sort by the different fields

List of all the project 

acronyms, project 

names and funding 

programme (call)


